
ACTSAFE ACC POWER ASCENDER

PRE-USE CHECKLIST 
PLEASE NOTE: This document is a guide and must  
only be used as an addition to the user manual.

1

2

Sling & carabiner
Check that the connection sling is in  
good condition. There should be no 
abrasions, wear, cuts, burns etc. 
Inspect carabiner for wear, damage  
and deformations. Check that it  
opens and locks correctly.

3 Basic function  
Test emergency switch and see  
that it works correctly.
Drive up/down and check that  
acceleration works correctly and  
stops when handle is released.
 

Battery pack 
Inspect all batteries and connectors  
for obvious damage.
See reverse for more detailed  
advice or read the battery safety  
and handling guidelines.

If you find any inconsistencies  
DO NOT use the ascender.  
Contact your local Actsafe  
Ascender distributor for advice.

A power ascender should never  
be used without a backup system 
when being used to lift people. 
 

REMEMBER

Soak ropes  
before first use

IMPORTANT

i For safety alerts and industry information 
visit www.actsafe.se/safetyalerts 
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5

7

Rope  
mechanism

Rope guide

Rope wedge

Rope cover

Rope grab

6 Rope cover
Inspect for any obvious damage, 
deformation or sharp edges.  
In particular, check the connection 
ring between the rope guide and  
the rope cover for excessive wear.

7 Rope grab
Check that rope grab is clean,  
not filled with dirt, sand, paint or  
any other foreign material. Check  
the inside for obvious damage, 
signs of wear and sharp edges.

4 Rope guide 
Check rope guide for deformation 
and damage – sharp edges  
in particular. Check carefully  
for wear on the inside corners  
of the loop. The minimum  
permissible diameter is 7mm.

5 Rope wedge
Check that the wedge is not bent. 
It should be positioned centrally 
above, and touch, the lowermost 
part of the rope grab.

8 Emergency descent pin
Check that emergency descent pin 
is present. Test the emergency 
descent function of the ascender  
and then return the descent pin  
to its pocket. 
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Contact ActSafe or your local ActSafe Ascender  
distributor for more information.
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